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 I am not an Anti-synthetic Turf guy. Synthetic Turf has 
it’s place in the sports world, but I believe it should be 
used in situations where you can not maintain healthy 
turf stand because of field over use. 

 A properly installed Synthetic Turf Field is just as 
important as a properly installed Natural Grass Field. 

 Synthetic Turf is not maintenance free it requires 
proper care just as any sports field needs proper care. 

 I do not like having to cut on synthetic turf because of a 
poor install job, especially when is cost 6 to 7 digits to 
have the synthetic turf installed in the first place. 

 I believe Synthetic turf is not the answer to poor 
maintenance practices on Natural Grass Fields. 



Safety: 
 A good quality sports field should help prevent 

injuries not cause injuries. 

Playability: 
 A good quality sports field should enhance game 

play not hinder play.  



Be Proactive: 
 Take care of problems when they are small and easy 

to handle, never wait until the problem becomes a 
crisis. Anticipate problems, look ahead and ask 
yourself, “What can I do today to prevent a problem 
tomorrow”. 



 Warranty the materials, the subsurface, the 
carpet itself, the infill.  

 Warranty of the workmanship, settling of the 
subsurface, loose seams, damage to the yarn. 

 G-max Testing at least once a year. 

 Consultation as needed. 



 A good warranty is just as important as a properly 
installed Synthetic Turf Field. 

 If the install company is not willing to give you a good 
warranty on their work then, maybe you should find 
another company to do your field. 

 You cannot always wait for the warranty company to 
come and fix a problem with your field, there will 
always be time critical repairs that have to be done 
a.s.a.p.. 

 Not every problem that occurs on a synthetic field is 
going to be a covered by your warranty.  

 Note: Examples of non-warranty issues to 
follow.  



 Hire a company to do the repairs for you. 

 Do the repairs yourself. 



Pros: 

The Job will be done quickly a professionally.  

Have the proper materials and tools to do the job 
correctly. 

The job will be done right. 

Cons: 

Cost, does hiring a company to do a repair fit your 
within your budget. 

What if you have to do the repair a.s.a.p.. 

 



Pros: 

You can do a repair asap. 

The cost of you doing the repair will be less then 
hiring a company to do the repair. 

Cons: 

Do you have the proper equipment to do the repair or 
are you going to use bailing wire and chewing gum. 

You have a steep learning curve. 

Is your employer willing to invest the time and money 
for  you to learn to do the job correctly 



A Step By Step Guide 





Two Sink Holes 
developed along 
the edge of  
Synthetic Field 
creating a tripping 
hazard. 
  
These holes are 
about 3 inches 
deep. 

















A low area away from 
the edge. This 
depression is about 1 ½ 
inches deep. The circle 
shows where the low 
spot is. 
Vacuum out the infill on 
the edge of the 
depression about 2 
inches wide in the 
direction as the nape of 
the fiber. (see next slide) 
Making your cut to the 
side of the depression 
makes it easier to check 
how level the area is as 
you fill the depression. 



Use packing tape to keep 
the fiber separated.  
Make your cut in 
between the rows of 
fiber. 
The cut should be about 
25% wider then the 
depression. 















Line Pulling Up 

We have had a lot 
of this problem on 
our North 
Intramural Field. 



Line Pulling Up 

Remove Infill 



Line Pulling Up 

Tape Edges 



Two Months Of Hell  

A Steep Learning Curb 



Removing Synthetic 

Turf 

The Football Practice field used to 
be two field of natural grass and 
two fields of synthetic. A new 
Athletic Center at the south end of 
the practice field making the 
practice field one field of natural 
grass and two fields of synthetic. 
We removed one of the synthetic 
fields and replaced it with natural 
grass.  



Glue The Edge Down 

For the: 

First, 

Second, 

Third, 

Fourth Time 



The Fence 

Thirty Two Cut 
outs for the fence 
post. 



Fence Post 

After the fence 
post were installed 
we had the pack 
down the subsoil. 



Glue the boxes 

Glue all three sides 
of the box. Notice 
we did not use tape 
on the edges. 



Glued Down 

With the square 
glued down we 
replaced the infill. 

Now just 35 more to 
go. 



The Fence 

This is the finished 
fence in all it’s 
glory! 





New Scoreboard 

The bigger scoreboard required 
more anchoring points for better 
stability. 



Scoreboard Anchoring 

Points 

This is the base of the anchor points. 
The pipe runs down the stands 
stopping at the wall that separate the 
stands from the field, then concrete 
was pumped into the pipe to add 
stability. 



Anchor Points 

On the field side of the wall the 
concrete pumped into the pipe 
came out the bottom of the pipes 
and raised this area of the turf 
about 3 to 4 inches. 

This area needed to be brought 
back to grade. 



Cutting The Carpet 

Used utility knives to cut the 
carpet. 



Removing The Infill 

Used our Power Broom to remove 
as much infill as possible. 



Removing Infill 

We then picked up the carpet and 
removed the rest of the infill by 
foot. 



Removing and 

Leveling the Area 

We used our loader to remove the 
excess soil, then leveled the area 
and use some of the removed soil 
to help us bring the area back to 
grade. 



Putting Everything 

Back Together 

Always tape back the fiber before 
applying adhesive. 



Applying The 

Seaming Tape 

Make sure the area is free of debris 
before applying the adhesive. 



Glue It Down 

Apply the adhesive, glue down the 
edges, place weight over the new 
seam, and let it glue cure overnight 



Put the infill Back 

Putting the infill back is a difficult  
and time consuming task. 

Broom the infill to get the level to 
match the surrounding area. 



Finished 

Finally. This process 
took us about 12 to 
14 hours to do. 



 Laid Synthetic in Baseball’s Indoor Batting 
Area. 

 Laid Synthetic in Softball’s Outdoor Batting 
Area. 

 Laid Synthetic in Baseball’s Pitching Practice 
Area 

 Laid Synthetic In Front of Football’s Blocking 
Wall. 

 Worked the Synthetic in the Indoor Practice 
Facility (IPF) to install permanent blocking 
dummies. 



 When you need to cut the synthetic remove the 
infill before cutting. 

 When you can make your cuts between the rows of 
snitching not across the stitching. 

 Tape the synthetic fiber back out of the way of 
where you are going to glue. Having fiber glued 
into your seam will cause it to fail. 

 Remove any dirt or infill from the area you are 
going to glue as these thing will compromise your 
seam. 

 After you have glued your seam apply weight over 
the seams until the glue sets, about 1 to 2 hours. 
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